THE EFFECTS OF MANAGERIAL OWNERSHIP, LEVERAGE, DIVIDEND POLICY IN MINIMIZING AGENCY PROBLEM

Abstract

The research intends to minimize agency conflict through causality effects of managerial ownership, leverage, and dividend policy, where agency conflict is still interesting issue to discuss, as it concerns the principals’ and agents’ interests. The research covers 33 go-public manufacturers in Indonesia Stock Exchange. It involves 198 samples in the period 2010–2015. It applies saturation sampling and balanced panel data. For analysis model, it applies Granger bidirectional/simultaneity analysis, with variables of managerial ownership, leverage and dividend policy. The research shows that: 1) there is no bidirectional causality between managerial ownership and leverage (5%); 2) there is no bidirectional causality between managerial ownership and dividend policy (5%); 3) there is no bidirectional causality between leverage and dividend policy (10%).
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INTRODUCTION

Corporations in Indonesia have unique position (except state-owned corporations), 99% of limited liability corporations in Indonesia come from family corporations evolving into limited liability status. Though they are in limited status, characteristics of family business still dominate and corporation managements are commonly on the hand of family members. At this point, agency problem and asymmetric information are non-existent. However, these issues are found in state-owned corporations with limited liability status (including those that have been go-public), as they make separation between shareholders and management. This makes limited liability status an interesting object to discuss both in terms of corporate law and corporate finance, and the existence of agency problem, that is, conflictual clash.

According to Jensen et al. (1976), Jensen (1986), Weston and Brigham (1994), agency problem could raise in two forms of relationships, that is: 1) that between principal and agent; and 2) that between principal and creditor. Djebali et al. (2012) say that agency problem is one of interesting issues, much discussed and debated till today in finance literature, especially it concerns the relationship between principal and agent.

Agency problem could arise, because agent and principal have different purposes. The premise of theory is that agent tends to be self-interested, risk averse, and rational actor with less effort (moral hazard) and ad-
verse selection (Jensen et al., 1976). According to Eisenhardt (1989), agency problem relates to: 1) monitoring problem as principal cannot prove if agent has behaved in the right way; 2) risk sharing problem, especially in outcome control case, which rises when principal and agent have different attitude to risk.

According to Frankfurter et al. (2002), Al-Malkawi (2007), and Al-Taleb (2012), agency conflict could be mitigated or minimized, and the ways to minimize have been widely explored in modern finance literature, especially in their relation to capital structure/leverage, dividend policy known as dividend puzzle, and ownership structure. Modigliani and Miller (1963) hold that leverage maximization can be linked to agency problem, where leverage might serve as disciplinary mechanism that can mitigate agency problem by stock take-over. Al-Taleb (2012) argues that the increase of dividend share can curb agency problem. Rozell (1982) in Mursalim (2009) also argues that dividend payment is one of the available ways to mitigate agency problem. Liao and Chien (2013) argue that increased managerial ownership would make managers’ and shareholders’ interests converge, and it would enhance corporation’s value, and decrease agency problem.

Several researchers have shown that 1) ownership structure (Jensen et al., 1976; Bathala et al., 1994; Moeljadi, 2006; Djebali et al., 2012), 2) capital structure (Modigliani & Miller, 1958, 1963; Djebali, et al., 2012), 3) dividend policy (Frankfurter et al., 2002; Al-Malkawi, 2007; Al-Taleb, 2012) are still very interesting issues to discuss/debate to developing agency theory. According to McCraw (1990) in Liao and Chien (2013), Jensen and Ruback (1983), Sundaramurthy (2005), the above issues might develop agency theory, and hold that ownership structure, leverage and dividend can mitigate agency cost.

Jensen et al. (1992), Chen and Steiner (1999), Crutchley et al. (1999), Nyonna (2012), Vo and Nguyen (2014) state that agency cost arising from agency problem between principal and agent can be minimized by bidirectional causality between leverage, ownership structure and dividend policy (debt policy). Jensen et al. (1992) hold that bidirectional causality analysis provides a better and clearer description than unidirectional causality, and it lends support from Chow and Rice (1982), Tsay et al. (2008) arguing that simultaneity analysis can explore relationship between variables more accurately and produce higher estimation efficiency.

Existing research provides mixed results regarding bidirectional causality between managerial ownership, leverage, and dividend policy. Eisenhardt (1989) and Bathala et al. (1994) examine different variables to prove their mitigating effect on agency conflict. It holds true to other works such as Liao and Chien (2013), Jensen and Ruback (1983), Sundaramurthy (2005), Alderson et al. (2013).

The research intends to minimize agency problem in agency theory by applying managerial ownership, leverage, dividend policy by means of bidirectional causality testing.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1. Agency theory

Agency theory has held a central position in a corporate governance literature and is a basis to understand corporate governance. The theory concerns the contractual relationship between members in a corporation. Jensen et al. (1976) clarify that agency relationship holds when an individual or two (principal) employ another individual (agent) for his or her service and delegate authority to him or her to make decision. Principal is shareholder or investor, while agent is management who runs corporation. The point of agency is division of functions between ownership by shareholders and control by management. According to Eisenhardt (1989), agency theory is made of three assumptions, that is, those of human nature, organization, and information.

Jensen et al. (1976) hold that corporations are built within modern principles, subject to agency con-
flict issue, derived from separation between corporate ownership and corporate management. Controlling right given to managers is subject to abuse and might slip into agency issue, where investors have low trust that money they invest would be well managed by managers.

Vo and Nguyen (2014) hold that the role of managers is to maximize the fortune of shareholders. However, managers do not hold significant shares, thus their decisions tend not to be affected by shareholders’ interests.

1.2. Managerial ownership

Managerial ownership refers to share percentage owned by corporate managers and directors at the year-end. Technical issue would not come to the fore if corporate ownership and management are not performed separately. Owners (principals) focus on maximizing fortune by looking at present value of cash flow energized by corporate investment, while managers focus on the increase of corporate growth and size.

Corporate ownership by managers can be seen as bridging the interest difference between shareholders and managers. Thus, agency issue could be omitted if managers are also shareholders. According to Jensen et al. (1976), managerial share ownership might help align interests between shareholders and managers. The change in ownership structure is expected to lead to profit-maximization oriented corporate governance and decision-making.

1.3. Capital structure/leverage

Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) hold that maximizing debt value serves as a solution when it comes to tax and financial distress, but this condition cannot predict leverage in capital structure, because it ignores some factors that determine debt policy, especially agency, which is contradictory in corporate finance decision. Jensen et al. (1976) have analyzed the effect of agency conflict in corporation by relating to debt policy. Theories related to capital structure are pecking order theory and trade-off theory.

Pecking order is a theory of financing decision where managers put priority to retained earning, debt and stock issuance to use first as financing resources because of their lower risks (Hanafi & Mahmud, 2004). Pecking order theory emphasizes information asymmetry. This asymmetry affects corporate capital structure by limiting access to external financing sources.

Trade-off theory explains optimum capital structure, that is, balance between the costs of financial distress, agency problem and benefit of leverage (tax shield). According to this trade-off theory, leverage level is affected by corporate growth level. Corporation with high growth tends to finance its investment by issuing stocks because of its relatively high price.

1.4. Dividend policy

Kieso et al. (2015) state that dividend policy is a decision to share profits with corporate owners. The policy intends to make alignment between managers and shareholders. Dividends shared could be cash dividend or stock dividend. There are three schools of dividend policy. The first school (Gordon & Gordont, 1963) supports the idea of paying very high dividends, based on the fact that shareholders prefer secure position, tend to be risk averse. All profits should be paid as dividends, so the dividends would worth two or three times the respective corporations’ stock value. Second school (Miller & Modigliani, 1961) supports the idea that dividend policy is not relevant, as it does not have an effect on return rate. This theory is considered by Gordon and Gordont (1963) as bird in the hand theory. Gordon (1959) assumes that investor sees that one bird in the hand is more valuable than thousand birds in the sky. Dividend has a higher certainty than capital gain. Third school (Brennan, 1970) supports the idea that investors prefer to have lower dividends, as they are imposed with higher taxes than capital gain based on the context of US in 1986. Another popular perspective regarding dividend relevance is put forward by Jensen et al. (1976) and extended by Rozeff (1982) with agency theory. It is derived from conflictual interests between manager (agent) and shareholder (principal).
2. HYPOTHESES

2.1. Bidirectional causality between managerial ownership and dividend payout ratio to minimize agency problem

Based on Miguel and Brito (2011), the relationship between managerial ownership and dividend payout ratio could be improved by means of constitutive or complementary relationship, which is directed at reducing agency costs, it becomes more effective to use two variables to influence each other at the same time to solve the same problem.

Rozeff (1982) argues that high managerial ownership reduces the number of dividends paid to shareholders. It in turn decreases return paid in the form of dividend. Thanatawee (2013) shows that the size of dividend payout ratio is affected by the increase (decrease) in managerial stock ownership. Dividend payments can be a substitute mechanism in reducing cash flows that may be misused by managers. This shows that increasing dividend payments will also cause a decrease in managerial ownership.

Vo and Nguyen (2014) hold that in terms of substitution, managerial ownership has negative relationship with dividend payout ratio applied to control/decrease agency cost. Rozeff (1982) argues that dividend policy and managerial ownership are “substitute tools” applicable to reduce agency cost.

Managerial ownership and dividend can be considered as substitutive mechanism that make them interchangeable and managed to mitigate agency conflict. Lower dividend would increase possibility for managerial ownership and otherwise.

H1: There is a significant and negative bidirectional effect of managerial ownership on dividend payout ratio in minimizing agency problem.

2.2. Bidirectional causality between managerial ownership and leverage to minimize agency problem

Nyonna (2012), Jensen et al. (1992), Bathala et al. (1994), Vo and Nguyen (2014) show that in a substitutive manner, managerial ownership has a significant negative effect on leverage (debt), and this would decrease agency conflict, especially agency cost.

The high managerial ownership increases managers’ opportunistic behaviors that might upset shareholders. Debt might serve as a solution for this problem. It might increase monitoring from bondholders and makes shareholders more reassured as investment financing does use their money so it decreases risk from shareholders.

H2: There is a significant negative bidirectional effect of managerial ownership on leverage in minimizing agency problem.

2.3. Bidirectional causality between dividend payout ratio and leverage to minimize agency problem

Vo and Nguyen (2014) find that in a substitutive manner, dividend payout ratio has a negative effect on leverage (debt) so that it can be used to control/decrease agency cost. Increasing dividend payments for shareholders aims to increase investor confidence in the company and influence debt reduction, because companies tend to use internal funds that have a lower risk. Increasing the source of funds originating from debt will increase the risk borne by the company, thereby reducing dividend payments. This condition is also used to discipline managers.

In the agency conflict context, the negative effect means that the dividend payout mechanism can be used to substitute the influence of the debt that plays a role in controlling the agency conflict. This indicates that there is a reciprocal relationship between dividend policy and debt policy.
H3: There is a significant negative bidirectional effect of dividend payout ratio on debt policy in minimizing agency problem.

3. METHODS

3.1. Sampling and data sources

The research population is go-public manufacturers listed in Indonesia Stock Exchange (BEI). It applies non-probability sampling with saturating (census) technique. The criteria are that a manufacturer has paid dividends in a row in the period 2010–2015. It applies secondary data with balanced panel data. The sample number is 198 (balanced panel data) with 33 corporations. It makes cross section and time series analysis from the data.

3.2. Measurement of variables and research model

Measurement of managerial ownership (MO) variable

Formula to determine managerial ownership based on Jensen (1986), Chen and Steiner (1999) is as follows:

\[
\text{Managerial ownership} = \frac{D \& C \ SHRS}{TOTSHRS},
\]

where \(D \& C \ SHRS\) – stock ownership (board of directors, board of commissioners) of corporation \(i\) in year \(t\), \(TOTSHRS\) – total number of common stock of corporation in year \(t\).

Measurement of leverage (LEV) variable

Formula to determine leverage based on Bhatala et al. (1994) is as follows:

\[
\text{Leverage} = \frac{\text{Total Debt}}{\text{Total Equity}}.
\]

Measurement of dividend policy variable (DEV)

The formula sets the dividend payout ratio as follows (Rozeff, 1982; Anil & Kapoor, 2008; Collins & Kothari, 1989).

\[
\text{Dividend Payout Ratio} = \frac{\text{Dividend per share}_i}{\text{Profit per share}_i}.
\]

3.3. Data analysis method

For data analysis and inferences, it applies Granger causality test by means of program EViews 10. Granger causality test is an analytical model clarifying the performed relationship between two variables and finding out if the relationship is single or bidirectional. Put in another way, it explores whether \(X\) causes \(Y\) or otherwise. To do so, there are several steps to take:

3.4. Test for the best model

Before performing Granger causality test, it is necessary to perform the test of choosing or determining the best model. To do so, it applies AIC coefficient (Akaike Info Criterion) and SIC (Schwarz Info Criterion). The best model has the lowest AIC or SIC value.

3.5. Engle-Granger causality test

The purpose of Granger causality test is to explore if \(A\) precedes \(B\) or otherwise, or whether the relationship between \(A\) and \(B\) is bidirectional.

3.6. Research conceptual framework

![Research conceptual framework](image-url)
4. RESEARCH RESULTS

4.1. Statistic description

Table 1. Description of managerial ownership, leverage, dividend policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information</th>
<th>MO</th>
<th>LEV</th>
<th>DIV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.512116</td>
<td>0.851025</td>
<td>0.756076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>0.987000</td>
<td>7.912000</td>
<td>5.525000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.020000</td>
<td>0.103000</td>
<td>0.001000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev.</td>
<td>0.265355</td>
<td>1.255639</td>
<td>0.961100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>101.3990</td>
<td>168.5030</td>
<td>149.7030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data processing.

4.2. Managerial ownership (MO)

The results show that SD value is lower than its average, while a maximum value is above average. It shows that proportion of managerial ownership indicates good results. As a whole, stock ownership of manufacturer in Indonesia on the hand of management is relatively high, so every management decision would involve the board of commissioners.

4.3. Leverage (LEV)

The results show that SD is higher than its average, while minimal debt value is larger than its average value, and the highest value of the debt is higher than its average. It indicates that corporations in Indonesia generally tend to use loans for investment.

4.4. Dividend policy (DEV)

The results show that the average value of dividend payments is 0.756. Companies that pay the largest dividend are 5.525, while companies that pay the lowest dividend are 0.001. The results show that the range between the lowest dividend payment policy and the highest is very far, which indicates that the dividend payment policy between companies in the industry varies greatly depending on the interests and needs of the company.

4.5. Granger causality analysis

4.5.1. Test to determine the best model

The results above show that the optimum lag is 1 with indication that the most star signs (*) are on lag 1. On lag 1, AIC value is the lowest among other lags, that is, 3.511368. According to AIC criteria, the model is appropriate if AIC value is the lowest. From the results above, AIC value is the lowest on lag 1, thus the model is in appropriate category.

4.5.2. Granger causality test

The research tests bidirectional effect of managerial ownership, leverage and dividend policy (hypotheses tests on H1, H2 and H3). The test is performed by applying Granger causality test at 5% (0.05) and 10% (0.1%) significance level. The result of Engle-Granger causality test with lag 1 is presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Granger causality test results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lag: 1</th>
<th>Null hypothesis</th>
<th>F-statistic</th>
<th>Prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LEV does not Granger cause MO</td>
<td>0.20713</td>
<td>0.6496</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO does not Granger cause LEV</td>
<td>0.09916</td>
<td>0.7532</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPR does not Granger cause MO</td>
<td>1.81716</td>
<td>0.0481</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO does not Granger cause DPR</td>
<td>5.00354</td>
<td>0.0267</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPR does not Granger cause LEV</td>
<td>0.00371</td>
<td>0.9515</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEV does not Granger cause DPR</td>
<td>1.44535</td>
<td>0.0912</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 3 with lag 1 at \( \alpha \) 0.05 and 0.1 significance levels, the nature of effects between variables is as follows:

Table 2. Testing model with AIC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lag</th>
<th>LagL</th>
<th>LR</th>
<th>FPE</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>HQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-55.18937</td>
<td>NA*</td>
<td>0.006826</td>
<td>3.526628</td>
<td>3.662674*</td>
<td>3.572404*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-45.93757</td>
<td>16.26074</td>
<td>0.006747*</td>
<td>3.511368*</td>
<td>4.055552</td>
<td>3.694469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-42.72845</td>
<td>5.056800</td>
<td>0.009738</td>
<td>3.862330</td>
<td>4.814653</td>
<td>4.182758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-36.01001</td>
<td>9.365087</td>
<td>0.011631</td>
<td>4.000607</td>
<td>5.361068</td>
<td>4.458361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-24.13213</td>
<td>14.39744</td>
<td>0.010542</td>
<td>3.826189</td>
<td>5.594789</td>
<td>4.421270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-10.00963</td>
<td>14.55046</td>
<td>0.008816</td>
<td>3.515735</td>
<td>5.692473</td>
<td>4.248141</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data processed.
1. MO variable does not significantly affect LEV where probability value is higher than significance value of ($\alpha$) 0.05 ($0.6496 > 0.05$). LEV variable does not significantly affect MO where probability value is higher than alpha ($0.7532 > 0.05$). Thus, it can be concluded that there is no causal relationship between the two variables, H1 is not supported.

2. MO variable significantly affects DPR where probability value is lower than significance value of ($\alpha$) 0.05 ($0.0481 < 0.05$). DPR also significantly affects MO where probability is lower than alpha ($0.0267 < 0.05$). Thus, it can be concluded that there is bidirectional causality between two variables, and H2 is supported.

3. LEV variable significantly affects DPR where probability value is lower than significance level of ($\alpha$) 0.1 ($0.0912 < 0.10$). However, DPR variable does not significantly affect LEV where probability value is higher than significance value of ($\alpha$) 0.05 ($0.9515 > 0.05$), and LEV variable does not significantly affect DPR where probability value is higher than significance level of ($\alpha$) 5% ($0.0912 > 0.05$). Thus, it can be concluded that there is only unidirectional causality at 10% significance level, and no causality between the two variables at 5% significance level and H3 is not supported.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. There is no causality effect of managerial ownership on leverage

According to pecking order theory, managers would make hierarchical choices in deciding the financing sources, that is, retained earning, debt and stock issuance. In terms of research results, higher managerial ownership does not have an effect on decreased corporate capital from retained earning and otherwise. If capital is from retained earning, then control over the capital would get weaker because of the absence of costs and risk. There is no bidirectional causality between managerial ownership and leverage (debt), mainly due to the belief of managerial ownership that the financing source would be allocated to prospective investment. By this way, the increased managerial ownership does not have an effect on corporate financing sources, both internal and external.

Based on trade-off theory, managers who have stocks in corporation with high debt ratio do not bear higher risk than corporate owners do, and their stock ownership does not mitigate agency conflict. In Indonesia, corporations are commonly dominated by institutional ownership. By this way, managerial decisions are strongly controlled. It partially explains relative absence of serious agency problem. The usage of debt as financing source would increase monitoring from bondholders and makes shareholders more reissued, as investment financing does not involve their money and decreases risk from shareholders accordingly. These results do not support Jensen et al. (1976). But they are in line with some works such as Friend and Lang (1988), Jensen et al. (1992), Chen and Steiner (1999), Tandelilin and Wilberforce (2002), Miguel and Brito (2011), and Vo and Nguyen (2014) confirming the absence of bidirectional causality/substitution between managerial ownership and leverage.

5.2. There is a bidirectional causality of managerial ownership on dividend policy

For understanding dividend, this research applies bird in the hand theory Gordon (1959). Assumes that investor values more one bird on hand than one thousand birds in the sky. Corporation with higher managerial ownership tends to increase internal fund to finance investment, with the effect of lower dividend payment. Jensen (1986) provides evidence that managers are reluctant to pay dividend, because they would like to make use of profit for corporation growth or their self-interest. Chen and Steiner (1999) argue that bidirectional causality between managerial ownership and dividend solves agency problem. Hence, managerial ownership and dividend can be considered as mechanism that can deal with agency cost. It would be more effective if the two variables affect each other simultaneously to resolve the same problem. Lower dividend is related to managerial ownership program, while higher dividend is related to the non-ex-
istence of managerial ownership. Tandelilin and Wilberforce (2002) find the operation of bidirectional causality between dividend payment and managerial ownership. The possible relationship between dividend payment and managerial ownership is mutually complementary in oversight mechanism of agency problem.

The research results lend support from Vo and Nguyen (2014), Rozeff (1982), Jensen et al. (1992), Espen Eckbo and Verma (1994) who state that there is a negative bidirectional causality between managerial ownership and dividend payment. Jensen et al. (1976) state that managerial ownership can deal with interest conflict in corporation within dividend payout context.

5.3. There is unidirectional causality at 10% significance level and there is no bidirectional causality between leverage and dividend policy at 5% significance level

The research results support Jensen et al. (1992), Chen and Steiner (1999) stating that there is unidirectional causality between debt and dividend payment policy. Leverage has a significant and negative effect on dividend policy. Incorporation wants to add capital by means of pecking order theory, it would take it from retained earning (internal fund), which would make dividend payment to shareholders become smaller. A corporation in Indonesia applies dividend signalling theory or agency theory of dividend for dividend policy. With debt as financing source, go-public corporations in Indonesia want to attract investor’s attention to buy and to impress society that they have recovered from crises, while profit obtained is used to pay dividend to investors, with bird in hand theory, where investors are viewed to favor the dividend payment than capital gain.

Leverage can decrease dividend payout ratio (DPR) when managerial ownership in a corporation is high. It is because high managerial ownership in stock should lead to managerial responsibility on daily operation and higher prudence in allocating corporation’s debt. It would make dividend payment to shareholders become smaller, as managers think that using money from profit is more efficient than that from debt with higher risks. Hence, high managerial ownership would lower down dividend payment.

Dividend payment policy does not have an effect on debt rate, as investors are more concerned with performance and management in corporation financing sources in order to obtain additional value from dividend payment policy. In other words, it can be said that any increase in dividend policy does not have an effect on debt policy. To increase investors’ trust, corporations make high dividend payment from its net profit. This dividend payment policy does not significantly affect debt. According to trade-off theory, corporation favors external financing such as debt to finance its projects/investments (Myers & Majluf, 1984). The research results also differ from Tandelilin and Wilberforce (2002) who find bidirectional causality between dividend payment and debt.

CONCLUSION

There is a bidirectional relationship between managerial ownership and dividend payout ratio. It indicates that managerial implication and dividend can be considered as mechanism to mitigate agency cost. More effective result would be obtained if the two variables affect each other to resolve the same problem in a corporation.

Leverage does not affect dividend payout ratio, while dividend payout ratio affects leverage, which signals the existence of unidirectional causality. In terms of pecking order theory, corporation favors internal financing, that is, retained earning to increase investors’ trust, while in terms of trade-off theory, financing from debt can attract investors’ attention to buy stocks and impress society that corporation has settled down by paying high dividend and financing investment from debt financing.
**FUTURE RESEARCH**

Future research could develop the model by including another variable such as public and institutional ownership structures, taking into account other industrial sectors or applying imbalance panel data in expectation of having a better model.

Other aspects could serve as strengthening or weakening the effects of variables. Cultural or social aspects, for instance, could moderate the relationship between the variables concerning the agency problem, and its exploration could enrich management literature.
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